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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2721: Returning to Heavenly South! 

“What? He … He’s Master Ye?” 

“What a joke! A lower Jade Sovereign Heaven created six great saint exalts and even made Saint Exalt 

Bull Demon break through?” 

“But, being able to make six great saint exalts so respectful, who else can it be if it isn’t him?” 

“Your Father thought of a million possibilities, but the only thing that I didn’t think of is that what let six 

great saint exalts break through was actually a lower Jade Sovereign Heaven!” 

… … 

The actions of the six great saint exalts caused an uproar in the entire Myriad Spirits Summit. 

Prior to this, the outside world had many speculations. 

But no matter what, no one could have predicted that the initiator of all this was actually a lower Jade 

Sovereign heaven! 

Not saying that Jade Sovereign Heavens could not do it, but that Jade Sovereign Heaven to Saint 

Sovereign Heaven, this step in itself was already incredibly difficult. 

What right did he have to be able to let so many powerhouses break through? 

But the reactions of the six great saint exalts were also truly telling them that it was Ye Yuan! 

If it was a joke, then this joke would be too much! 

How noble was the status of a saint exalt powerhouse? 

Even if it was Saint Exalt Bull Demon’s order, they believed that it was impossible for the six great saint 

exalts to coordinate this play too. 

Giant Ape two people stared dumbfoundedly. 

While Saint Exalt Bull Demon laughed loudly and said,?“Hahaha,?I knew that you guys would have this 

expression! Do you guys know that when this exalt saw Younger Brother Ye’s methods back then, my 

expression looked exactly like yours!” 

“B-But how is this possible?” Saint Exalt Giant Ape still did not dare to believe it as he said. 

“Nothing is impossible! You all are simply unable to imagine Younger Brother Ye’s methods!” Saint Exalt 

Bull Demon said with a smile. 

Over there, when Ye Yuan saw the six people, he smiled and said, “All of you broke through. I’ve also 

fulfilled my promise back then!” 

Bright Tiger said in fear and trepidation, “It was us who had eyes but couldn’t see, almost harming 

Master Ye’s life. Sinful, sinful!” 
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Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Who can resist the lucky chance of Saint Sovereign Heaven? That 

wasn’t your fault.” 

Although the six people broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, their respect toward Ye Yuan grew 

even more. 

Firstly, Ye Yuan repaid evil with good. The quality of the Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill that he gave 

them was extremely high without skimping out at all. 

Secondly, they already knew now that Saint Sovereign Heavens had to face the Saint Sovereign Dao 

Tribulation. 

There were still many areas to rely on Ye Yuan in the future. 

This was also the reason why heavenly alchemists were respected by all. 

“Younger Brother Ye came at the right time, this exalt will announce it together! This exalt will assume 

responsibility of the All-Saint Temple’s temple lord! Younger Brother Ye will be this All-Saint Temple’s 

honorary temple lord, all authority and interests being equal to this exalt!” 

Saint Exalt Bull Demon came down to personally receive Ye Yuan. Grabbing hold of his wrist, he pulled 

him to sit down beside him. 

Ye Yuan had a baffled look too. But it sounded pretty good. 

There was naturally no one who dared to have objections. 

The Myriad Spirits Summit ended. All the true spirits dispersed. Saint Exalt Giant Ape could not hold 

back anymore as well. 

“Brother Ye, this exalt has prepared a small gift, please accept it.” Giant Ape took out a spatial bracelet 

and handed it over to Ye Yuan with a smile. 

“Brother Ye, inside here is virtually all of this exalt’s assets! If you’re interested in it, this exalt wants to 

request a heavenly pill from you!” Great Roc was not willing to show weakness too as he said. 

These two have also put down blood capital in order to obtain Ye Yuan’s heavenly pill. 

Ye Yuan smiled and pushed the gifts back and said, “Two saint exalts, this Ye doesn’t want your things!” 

When the two heard that, their expressions could not help changing drastically. 

“Brother Ye, what this old bull can give you, we can also give you! Why do this?” Saint Exalt Giant Ape 

said in puzzlement. 

His gift was prepared according to the standard of grade five heavenly alchemist. 

To Ye Yuan this Jade Sovereign Heaven, it definitely had sufficient appeal. 

But who knew that Ye Yuan actually did not even look at it! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I can help you all refine heavenly pills and I don’t want your gifts either. I just 

want you guys to owe me a favor! When I need your help, you all need to help me take action once!” 



Even a fool also knew that this favor was probably not easy to repay! 

However, no matter how difficult it was to repay, it was also better than dying under the Dao 

Tribulation! 

Therefore, the two did not hesitate in the slightest and agreed. 

After Giant Ape two people obtained Ye Yuan’s promise, they were not willing to stay a second longer 

and immediately took their leave and left. 

Time was important for one’s cultivation realm! 

“Younger Brother Ye, what are your plans next?” Saint Exalt Bull Demon asked. 

Ye Yuan said, “I plan on making a trip back to Heavenly South first. Then, I’ll set off for the Five Great 

Heavenly Regions.” 

Saint Exalt Bull Demon nodded his head and said,?“Mn,?whatever you need big brother to help with, 

feel free to speak up! Your business is big brother’s business!” 

He was not a fool. Ye Yuan rejected Giant Ape two people’s astronomical gifts and only exchanged for a 

favor. 

He must be shouldering a lot on him! 

Ye Yuan was not melodramatic either, saying with a smile, “Big Brother rest assured. This younger 

brother won’t be courteous!” 

After spending a long time together, Ye Yuan more or less had some understanding of Saint Exalt Bull 

Demon’s disposition. 

Although he was powerful, his personality was straightforward and was not disagreeable; very easy to 

get along with. 

He showed great kindness to him, he naturally would not look on with folded arms. 

Bright Tiger opened his mouth and said, “Since Master Ye wants to return to Heavenly South, the five of 

us will also go together! After all, the five of us have committed many evil deeds in Heavenly South. We 

can take this chance to go and make an apology to them this time!” 

Ye Yuan naturally had no reason to not allow this request. 

He had to give an explanation to the lives that died in vain in Heavenly South. 

After several days, Ye Yuan brought the five great saint exalts and set off for the road back to Heavenly 

South. 

… … 

In a deep mountain at the borders of Heavenly South, all of a sudden, an astonishing aura rose to the 

sky. 

The terrifying pressure made the birds and beasts scatter everywhere. 



Above the sky, a phenomenon descended from heaven. It was precisely the signs of having broken 

through to Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Half a month later, a figure rose to the sky and let out a wild laugh! 

That laughter shook until heaven and earth changed colors. 

“Hahaha?… I, Meng Frostwind, have finally taken this step! This is Saint Sovereign Heaven! What a 

miraculous power! I feel that with a wave of my hand now. It’s Heavenly Dao! Bright Tiger, the five of 

you animals hunted this exalt down until there was no road to heaven and no gate into the earth! 

Today, this exalt stepped into Saint Sovereign Heaven, I’ll definitely make you all pay a terrible price!” 

This powerhouse who broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven was precisely the Heavenly South City 

Lord, Meng Frostwind, who used despicable means back then and scammed the five great half-step 

Saint Sovereign Heavens! 

He consumed the Sacred Destiny Pill and experienced 50 years of bitter cultivation in closed-seclusion. 

Finally, he gained sudden enlightenment and stepped into his long cherished goal of Saint Sovereign 

Heaven! 

Actually, he naturally knew about the five great half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens leading an army to 

bathe Heavenly South in blood. 

At that time, he had not found the place to enter closed-seclusion yet and was currently wandering 

around in the Land of Heavenly South. 

But he did not come forward. He let the Land of Heavenly South to have blood flow in rivers! 

According to his plans, after he broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, he would find the five people 

again to take revenge! 

Meng Frostwind’s gaze looked in the direction of Heavenly South City and said in a solemn voice, “50 

years have passed. I don’t know how many people are still remaining in Heavenly South City! This exalt 

has become an exalted Saint Sovereign now. It won’t be considered too late to rally my forces and start 

afresh! I’ll go recapture the Land of Heavenly South first, and then march troops northward. I’ll let these 

guys have a taste of a bloodbath too!” 

Thinking up to here, he no longer remained, his figure leaping and disappearing into the horizon. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2722: Flaunting Prowess! 

“Heavenly South City Lord, Zhao Xun, pay respects to five Lord Saint Exalts!” 

Seeing the five great Saint Sovereign Heavens behind Ye Yuan, tumultuous waves stirred in Zhao Xun’s 

heart. 

Ye Yuan really did it! 

These were five great Saint Sovereign Heavens. This is the cultivation realm that everyone tried their 

utmost to achieve even in their sleep but could not attain! 
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The present Heavenly South City, he was shouldering both the responsibility of city lord and hall master. 

“Huhu,?Younger Brother Zhao doesn’t need to be so polite. We came this time to apologize!” Bright 

Tiger said with a smile. 

“Yeah; 50 years ago, it was the few of us who had a few screws loose in our heads, to have done that 

sort of stupid thing!” Saint Exalt Heavenly Rat said. 

“We brought some gifts here this time to express our apology, hope that Younger Brother Zhao will 

forgive,” Saint Exalt Myriad Elephant said. 

The five great Saint Sovereign Heavens repeatedly calling him as their younger brother made Zhao Xun’s 

head spin. 

Lord Saint Exalts were actually calling him as their younger brother! 

Furthermore, they actually came to apologize! 

What in the world happened? 

In reality, Zhao Xun and the rest all thought that Ye Yuan would not be able to come back. 

But now, not only did Ye Yuan come back, the five exalts’ attitudes were good until it made people feel 

somewhat overwhelmed. 

“Ah!?Lord Saint Exalts are too courteous. Here isn’t the place to chat, please enter the city to talk.” 

Zhao Xun did not dare to be neglectful, but he still showed enough courtesy. 

After all, they were five saint exalts! 

Being called brother by five saint exalts, Zhao Xun felt indescribably uncomfortable from head to toe. 

“Master Ye, please!” But the few people did not dare to go first, letting Ye Yuan go first. 

Zhao Xun’s eyeballs popped out. 

“Third Hall Master is really too impressive! The five great saint exalts are actually so respectful towards 

him!” 

“Heh,?back then when the five kings attacked Heavenly Stratum, how full of high spirits were they. Now, 

they broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, but became very courteous!” 

“Tsk tsk,?Third Hall Master pacified the Thistle South Sea Region and subdued the Myriad Demons 

Mountain now! Our Heavenly South City has no worries anymore!” 

… … 

When the powerhouses in the city saw this scene, beyond the shock, each and every one of them had a 

sense of pride that arose spontaneously. 

Heavenly South had always been surviving between the crevices of the north and south, two major 

forces, living very oppressed. 



But ever since Ye Yuan’s arrival, everything changed. 

Ye Yuan made a trip to Thistle South Sea Region. The Thistle South Sea Region dispatched an envoy, 

expressing that they would never invade Heavenly South. 

Ye Yuan made a trip to the Myriad Demons Mountain, five saint exalts came in person to apologize! 

This Third Hall Master was really a god-like figure! 

After entering the city, there naturally could not dispense with some small talk. 

While talking, the five great saint exalts were all very humble, which also made Zhao Xun and the rest 

sighed endlessly. 

They knew that the five great saint exalts were looking at the account of Ye Yuan’s face! 

Thinking about it again now, Meng Frostwind really rejected what was under his nose to seek something 

far away! 

There was clearly an amazing figure right under his eyelids, but he used an extremely deplorable 

method to imprint himself in people’s impressions. 

Buzz! 

Suddenly, a terrifying aura suddenly descended, enveloping the entire Heavenly South City. 

“Whoever’s the city lord in Heavenly South City now, this exalt is Meng Frostwind! Why haven’t you 

come to pay respects in haste?” An earth-shaking voice reverberated throughout the entire Heavenly 

South City. 

It was actually Meng Frostwind who had arrived! 

Within City Lord Manor, everyone had looks of surprise on their faces. 

“City Lord Meng he broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven!” Zhao Xun said in surprise. 

No matter what, breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven was not a trivial matter. 

Especially that this was the Land of Heavenly South’s first Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

But Wu Jian had a disdainful look as he said,?“Humph!?This damn thing still has the face to come back! 

If not for him, how could my Land of Heavenly South be plunged into an abyss of suffering?” 

Song Tianyang also said, “Back then, when blood flowed like rivers in Heavenly South, he behaved like a 

cowardly tortoise. Now that he broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, he wants to come back and be 

the city lord!?Heh,?what a fine plan!” 

With regards to Meng Frostwind’s conduct, the present Heavenly South City was extremely disdainful. 

When Bright Tiger and the others. heard Meng Frostwind report his name, they were long already 

burning with fury in their hearts. 



“This despicable villain is finally willing to show himself!?Heh heh,?he probably didn’t expect that the 

five of us broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven at the same time, right? Go, go out together and 

take care of this guy!” Bright Tiger said in a great rage. 

The few people were just about to move, but heard Ye Yuan smile and say, “No hurry. This Meng 

Frostwind came back to show off his prestige. How unpleasant would it be if we don’t let him enjoy 

himself to the fullest. Moreover, if you all go out like this, it’s very easy to scare him away!” 

The moment Bright Tiger and the rest heard, they could not help secretly nodding, thinking to 

themselves that it was still Ye Yuan who was meticulous. 

Fighting one-versus-five seemed to be overwhelming, but rushing over like this, it was very easy to scare 

Meng Frostwind away. 

If a Saint Sovereign Heaven wanted to run, it would really not be easy to kill. 

But if they suddenly pulled an unusual move and surrounded him, it would not be that easy if Meng 

Frostwind wanted to run. 

“Heh heh,?it’s still Master Ye who’s impressive!” Saint Exalt Heavenly Rat gave a thumbs up as he said. 

Ye Yuan said to Zhao Xun, “Come, let’s go meet this City Lord!” 

Zhao Xun nodded slightly and followed Ye Yuan out of the door. 

Stepping up into the air, Ye Yuan saw a middle-aged man in blue robes, both hands behind his back and 

eyes turned to the sky, an appearance as if nobody on earth could beat him. 

This was still his first time seeing Meng Frostwind. The first impression that he gave Ye Yuan was that of 

a villain intoxicated by success. 

Maybe he was not like this in the past, but now, it was indeed how he looked like. 

Meng Frostwind clearly noticed the two people as well, his gaze turned sullen and he said,?“Mn??Zhao 

Xun, I didn’t expect that you actually broke through! Looks like Heavenly South City’s person in charge 

now is you? However, why haven’t you guys offered greetings when you see this exalt?” 

Talking toward the back, Meng Frostwind’s two eyes glared, a powerful pressure hitting them head-on. 

Zhao Xun gave a cold snort and said, “Meng Frostwind, you still have the face to come back! Do you 

know that 50 years ago, the entire Land of Heavenly South was almost plunged into an abyss of suffering 

because of you?” 

Meng Frostwind did not care in the slightest and said coolly, “A mere group of ants, if they died, they 

died. What’s the big deal? Could it be that a bunch of ants is more important than this exalt breaking 

through to Saint Sovereign Heaven? Moreover, isn’t this Heavenly South City … perfectly fine?” 

In reality, when Meng Frostwind descended upon Heavenly South City, he was quite surprised too. 

Heavenly South City was actually completely intact! 

Waves of powerful auras came from the city, it seemed like the losses were not too big! 



Back then, myriad spirits were in a mighty contingent. He had seen before that power with his own eyes. 

It actually failed to destroy Heavenly South City? 

However, no matter what, it was for the best that it was not destroyed. 

It was not to the extent of making him take over a broken-down stall. 

“You! You’re really brazen!” Seeing that Meng Frostwind did not have the slightest remorse, Zhao Xun 

could not help but get angry. 

Meng Frostwind said coolly, “Those five brutes are powerful. This exalt wasn’t their match back then. 

But now, this exalt has already broken through to Saint Sovereign Heaven. I’m the true ruler of this Land 

of Heavenly South! It’s also time to find them to seek revenge!?Oh,?right, who’s this boy beside you? He 

looks a little unfamiliar.” 

Zhao Xun said in a solemn voice, “He’s called Ye Yuan! You should have heard of him before!” 

Meng Frostwind’s brows furrowed slightly. Seemingly remembering something, he smiled and said, “So, 

it’s that alchemy genius! This exalt was in a hurry to enter the mystic realm back then and didn’t have 

the chance to meet you. Not bad, not bad. You’ll follow this exalt in the future!” 

When Zhao Xun heard that, he could not help rolling his eyes. 

How had he never discovered how cocky this guy was in the past? 

 

Follow you? 

He had five great saint exalts following behind him! 

Where did you get the courage to dare call such an existence to follow you? 

One had to know, there were only three great saint exalts on the entire Myriad Demons Mountain 

before this! 

Truly, the ignorant were fearless! 

Ye Yuan did not get angry, but he looked at Meng Frostwind and said with a smile that was not a smile, 

“Have me follow you? I wonder what benefits can you give me?” 

Meng Frostwind flicked his sleeves grandly and said coolly, “I heard that your strength in refining 

heavenly pills. Even Zhao Xun admires you greatly. Since that’s the case, you can be this Heavenly South 

Pill Hall’s hall master then!” 

Meng Frostwind even thought that Ye Yuan would be moved, having given him an irresistible condition. 

Zhao Xun letting loose a torrent of abuse towards him earlier, already made him give rise to feelings of 

detest. 

If it were before, he would have tolerated it. 

But now, he was revered as a Saint Exalt. Why would he care about a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven? 



Ye Yuan could not help laughing when he heard that and said, “Just a Heavenly South Pill Hall’s hall 

master? Not enough!” 

Meng Frostwind sneered and said, “Hah, what high-sounding sentiments! Then you tell me, what do you 

want?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I want you to kneel down and admit your fault in front of this entire city’s martial 

artists!” 

Meng Frostwind’s expression turned cold, and he said in a cold voice, “Boy, you dare to play with this 

exalt? Do you know that this exalt is presently this Land of Heavenly South’s only Saint Sovereign 

Heaven! Everyone’s life and death are all at one thought of this exalt!” 

Ye Yuan did not care at all and said with a faint smile, “Playing? I don’t have this spare time to play with 

you, this shameless thing.” 

Meng Frostwind was enraged when he heard that and said, “Boy, you’re really terrific, to actually dare 

provoke a Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

Ye Yuan said disdainfully, “Is Saint Sovereign Heaven very impressive?” 

“Then you take a look if Saint Sovereign is really very impressive or not!” 

Meng Frostwind shouted coldly, the aura of Saint Sovereign Heaven suddenly releasing. The entire 

Heavenly South City felt the terrifying pressure. 

Saint Sovereign Heaven was too terrifying! 
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In the midst of this violent storm, even Zhao Xun this half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven seemed 

unbelievably weak too. 

“Hahaha, Saint Sovereign Heaven, how impressive! This exalt is really scared!” Amidst a loud laughter, 

Saint Exalt Bright Tiger appeared. 

Meng Frostwind’s pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “You … You broke through to Saint 

Sovereign Heaven too? This … This isn’t possible!” 

“Tsk tsk, Saint Sovereign Heaven, really amazing! Then it looks like this exalt is very amazing too!” With a 

playful smile, Saint Exalt Myriad Elephant showed himself too. 

And the direction in which he appeared was at an angle with Saint Exalt Bright Tiger, blocking half of 

Meng Frostwind’s retreat routes. 

Seeing Saint Exalt Myriad Elephant, Meng Frostwind’s heart twitched heavily! 

“You … You broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven too?” 

“Meng Frostwind, you seem very surprised! Isn’t it just breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven? 

Look how it got you all excited,” Saint Exalt Heavenly Rat appeared and said. 



Meng Frostwind felt that his breathing became somewhat unsmooth. 

Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

He only snatched away the lucky chance from these few people after going through all kinds of 

hardships and difficulties, corroborating his Dao and becoming a Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

But who knew that 50 years of closed-seclusion, after exiting seclusion, everything changed! 

He thought that he could trample on these five great true spirits after leaving seclusion. 

But who would have expected that three out of the five broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

“Tsk tsk, a half-baked Saint Sovereign Heaven like you actually wants to make Master Ye follow you too, 

your head was kicked by a donkey, right? Uh … sorry about that, I insulted the donkey,” Saint Exalt Wild 

Lion said disdainfully. 

Following Saint Exalt Wild Lion and Saint Exalt Giant Deer showing themselves, Meng Frostwind’s 

eyeballs popped out. 

“You … You all … You all actually broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven?” Meng Frostwind felt that 

this world was too terrifying. 

Five great true spirits all broke through, then what did the lucky chance that he racked his brains to get 

count for? 

Meng Frostwind had a feeling of incredibly bad luck now. 

Saint Exalt Bright Tiger looked at Meng Frostwind and said with a smile that was not a smile, “You seem 

very surprised? When you snatched away the Sacred Destiny Pill back then, you didn’t expect that there 

would be today, right? Didn’t you say just now that you wanted to find the five of us to take revenge? 

Now, we’ll give you this chance.” 

The five of them had already formed an encirclement. 

Even if the movement technique of a Saint Sovereign Heaven was extremely fast, it was also impossible 

to escape. 

Meng Frostwind was filled with fear, only then, realizing that he was in danger. 

Just now, he was really too surprised! 

When did Saint Sovereign Heavens become cabbages? 

“How on earth … did you all achieve it?” Meng Frostwind could not figure out after racking his brains 

and said. 

Bright Tiger laughed loudly and pointed at Ye Yuan and said, “You idiot, you only cared about plotting 

against us, but didn’t know that the real god was right under your eyelids! Master Ye’s Alchemy Dao has 

the ability to access heaven and penetrate the earth! The five of us broke through to Saint Sovereign 

Heaven all thanks to him. What does a mere Sacred Destiny Pill count for?” 



“It’s you? Impossible!” Meng Frostwind’s entire body trembled, and he looked toward Ye Yuan in 

disbelief. 

These five great Saint Sovereign Heavens were actually created by a lower Jade Sovereign Heaven? 

This … How was this possible? 

If a grade four heavenly alchemist could create Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, then Saint 

Sovereign Heavens would be all over the place! 

Bright Tiger smiled and said, “Whether to believe it or not, it’s up to you. But right now, we’ll beat you 

down first before talking! Brothers, do it!” 

“Right on!” Wild Lion few people rubbed their fists and wiped their palms, each and every one glaring 

like ravening tigers. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The five people did not hesitate in the slightest, making a move at virtually the same time. 

Such power, when had the powerhouses in the city seen it before? 

That terrifying undulation was akin to gorgeous fireworks in the sky, being beautiful to the extreme. 

Meng Frostwind’s expression changed drastically and could only respond passively. 

His retreat routes were all blocked off, he could only teeter on his feet. 

But the infuriating thing was that he discovered that he did not have the strength to fight back at all in 

front of these five people. 

“Hang on, why is this guy so weak? Could it be that he’s hiding his strength?” Wild Lion frowned and 

said. 

Exchanging blows earlier, he discovered that Meng Frostwind’s strength was far worse than his! 

One had to know, when they were at half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven, Meng Frostwind’s strength was 

comparable to that of Bright Tiger King. 

Otherwise, how could the five of them find him to go together? 

But having likewise broken through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, he discovered that his opponent’s 

strength was unbelievably weak. 

At most, he only had 70% of his strength. 

Strange! 

“Hide my ass! How can a mere Sacred Destiny Pill be mentioned in the same breath with Master Ye’s 

Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill? When we broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, we practically 

excavated all the potential in our bodies. That lousy Sacred Destiny Pill was only third or fourth grade. So 

how can it consolidate the cultivation realm and consolidate the foundation?” Bright Tiger scolded with 

a smile. 



Saint Exalt Wild Lion came to a sudden realization and said, “Ah! So that’s how it is! This guy really lost a 

watermelon to pick up a sesame seed! I reckon that I can take him down by myself! Fool! An idiot! 

Hahaha …” 

Even breakthroughs were different too. 

Otherwise, how could the quality of medicinal pills demonstrate a difference? 

A true grade heavenly pill, the medicinal effect was often beyond comprehension. It was not what a 

Sacred Destiny Pill could compare to at all. 

Five great saint exalts taking action at the same time, Meng Frostwind was beaten until he vomited 

blood repeatedly. 

He only had the power of parrying; so how could he have the strength to fight back? 

If not for the five great saint exalts showing mercy, he would have long already kicked the bucket. 

He did everything possible to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, but he was crippled without 

even getting to perform a posturing. 

“Alright, that’s about enough. Leave him with his wretched life.. I want him to kneel down and apologize 

to all the martial artists in the city!” Ye Yuan said loudly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2724: You Cant Harness It! 

Chapter 2724: You Can’t Harness It! 

 

On the flat road, one human and one bull were currently advancing, seemingly slow, but in reality, they 

were fast. 

The bull was Big Yellow. 

The human was naturally Ye Yuan. 

When Ye Yuan left the mountain, Big Yellow took the initiative to ask to follow and serve as a mount for 

Ye Yuan. 

Clearly, Big Yellow already determined that Ye Yuan was not someone who belonged in a shallow pond. 

That was why he was willing to serve as his mount. 

After all, being able to create six great Saint Sovereign Heavens at the realm of Jade Sovereign Heaven, 

he did not even dare to imagine such a thing before. 

Then what if Ye Yuan broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven in the future? 

One had to know, Saint Sovereign Heaven was not the end outcome. 

On the contrary, Saint Sovereign Heaven was the road to destruction instead! 

Not advancing would be death! 
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With regards to this, Saint Exalt Bull Demon naturally did not have objections. 

With Big Yellow breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, his status was already different from 

before. 

Furthermore, he also needed Big Yellow to maintain the relationship with Ye Yuan. 

Meng Frostwind did not die. He had his cultivation crippled and was tied up in the center of Heavenly 

South City, being spat on and cursed by everyone. 

Afterward, Saint Exalt Bright Tiger announced to Heavenly South City on behalf of the All-Saint Temple 

that they would never invade! 

Ever since then, Ye Yuan had actually already become the uncrowned king of Heavenly South City. 

Regardless of whether it was Zhao Xun or the City Lord Manor, they were extremely respectful toward 

Ye Yuan. 

One could say that he completely eradicated the two diseases in Heavenly South’s heart with his power 

alone. 

The current Ye Yuan already arrived at True Yang Heavenly Domain, ahead lied Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

Returning to the Five Great Heavenly Regions, Ye Yuan’s plan was to make a trip back to the Heavenspan 

World first, and then to help Yue Mengli they all reach Heavenly Stratum. 

Then he would learn more about the Pill Alliance’s exact situation and enact revenge! 
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It had already been a few days since he returned to Five Great Heavenly Regions. Ye Yuan heard rumors, 

but also felt the power of the present Pill Alliance! 

The present Five Great Heavenly Regions had already fallen completely under the control of the Pill 

Alliance. 

They had also walked to the front of the stage from behind the scenes! 

Five Great Heavenly Regions, no matter how brilliant the heavenly sect in the past, they all submitted at 

the feet of the Pill Alliance now. 

The current Pill Alliance controlled all of the Five Great Heavenly Regions’ alchemy resources. 

Regardless of whether it was heavenly alchemist or heavenly medicine, it was virtually all under the 

control of the Pill Alliance. 

For those former major sects, the Pill Alliance sent powerful heavenly alchemists to hold down the fort, 

naming them first seats! 

The status of first seats was even above the sect masters. 

It was actually equivalent to making the sect master a figurehead. 



Whichever sect was insubordinate would be directly destroyed! 

During these over a hundred years, there had already been several disobedient sects that had 

completely disappeared. 

In the course of time, no one dared to resist anymore as well. 

Of course, these were just the general assumptions that Ye Yuan made. 

He understood that the real game of the Five Great Heavenly Regions was still between the Saint 

Sovereign Heavens! 

This level of game was not what the average person could access. 

Suddenly, a sloppy taoist dressed in gray taoist robes rode on a giant eagle and whizzed past Ye Yuan’s 

head. 

But very soon, he turned back and landed in front of Ye Yuan. 

The sloppy taoist said with a sincere look, “Little Brother, I’ll use my Purplewind Black-Pupiled Eagle to 

exchange for your large yellow bull, alright?” 

This Purplewind Black-Pupiled Eagle’s aura was very powerful. It was actually at the realm of upper Jade 

Sovereign Heaven. 

For this sloppy taoist to be able to subdue this level of true spirit, his strength was naturally 

extraordinary. 

It was just that he used a Jade Sovereign Heaven eagle to exchange for a Saint Sovereign Heaven bull. It 

was really blind as hell. 

Of course, it was also that Big Yellow restrained his aura, looking just like an ordinary large yellow bull. 

The sloppy taoist could not see through the actual situation at all. 

But he swept with his divine sense earlier and discovered that this large yellow bull seemed to be very 

extraordinary. That was why he had this thought. 

When the Purplewind Black-Pupiled Eagle heard the sloppy taoist’s words, it seemed to be very 

displeased and cried a few times. 

Ye Yuan did not even look at the sloppy taoist and said coolly, “Not exchanging.” 

The sloppy taoist was not annoyed either, saying with a chuckle, “I, Taoist Wu Fang, is most proficient in 

beast taming techniques. Little Brother, this large yellow bull is a wanton waste of God’s good gifts by 

following you! You using an ordinary large yellow bull to exchange for an upper Jade Sovereign heaven 

Purplewind Black-Pupiled Eagle is a big win!” 

Only then did Ye Yuan give him a glance and said lightly, “You can’t control him.” 

Taoist Wu Fang laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Little Brother, I’m not bragging, there 

really aren’t more than a few true spirits on this Rainclear Continent that I can’t control!” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a sigh, “Oh, then you give it a try?” 



Taoist Wu Fang had a confident look as he said, “Haha, Little Brother, I’ll let you broaden your horizons 

today.” 

Ye Yuan got off the bull. Taoist Wu Fang had the intention of showing off too; he then recited a spell. A 

powerful origin divinity power suddenly bloomed. 

Ye Yuan was a little surprised too. He did not expect that he could actually see such a powerful soul 

technique here. 

But this soul technique seemed to specifically target true spirits. 

Of course, this soul technique was not worth mentioning at all in front of Ye Yuan’s Divine Emergence. 

“Spirit Controlling Art, go!” 

Taoist Wu Fang roared loudly, firing out streams of origin divinity power, sinking into Big Yellow’s sea of 

consciousness. 

In the beginning, Big Yellow still had his eyes open. 

Taoist Wu Fang bustling around for the greater part of the day actually made Big Yellow a little sleepy. 

Ye Yuan could feel that this Spirit Controlling Art was really quite powerful. 

If it were an ordinary true spirit, as long as its origin divinity was not as powerful as Taoist Wu Fang’s, 

even if its strength was stronger than him, it would probably succumb too. 

But Big Yellow was Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

The origin divinity of a Saint Sovereign Heaven was completely not what a Jade Sovereign Heaven could 

imagine after experiencing the baptism of the power of Great Dao. 

It was just that Taoist Wu Fang did not know at all. When he saw Big Yellow shut his eyes, it was exactly 

the same as when subduing other true spirits. He could not help being overjoyed. 

What made him even happier was that this large yellow bull actually did not resist at all. 

“Heh heh, Little Brother, saw that?” 

Taoist Wu Fang was pleased with himself for a while and was about to go forward and pull Big Yellow. 

The moment his hand touched Big Yellow’s horn, it startled Big Yellow awake at once. 

Hence, Big Yellow’s bull hooves directly kicked onto Taoist Wu Fang’s chest. 

Taoist Wu Fang only felt as if a large mountain had smashed against his chest. Spurting a mouthful of 

fresh blood, he flew a mile away. 

It was also that Big Yellow only employed the power of his physical body. Otherwise, this kick could have 

claimed his life. 

When Ye Yuan saw it, he could not help laughing and said, “I said that you can’t control him.” 



Taoist Wu Fang struggled to his feet. Looking at Big Yellow with a horrified expression, he said, “This … 

How is this possible? There’s actually a true spirit that can block my Spirit Controlling Art!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Alright, Big Yellow is well-behaved, but you shouldn’t bully a well-behaved 

bull. Otherwise, the consequences will be very severe. Let’s go.” 

Taoist Wu Fang’s entire body trembled and he hurriedly mounted the Purplewind Black-Pupiled Eagle 

and kept pace with Ye Yuan. 

“Little Brother, where did you get this large yellow bull?” Taoist Wu Fang asked while vomiting blood. 

“Myriad Demons Mountain,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Taoist Wu Fang’s pupils constricted and he said in surprise, “Little Brother, being able to block my Spirit 

Controlling Art, this large yellow bull is definitely of a chaos aberrant! In the future, its accomplishments 

will be immeasurable!” 

Taoist Wu Fang also could not be blamed for not thinking of it. How many Saint Sovereign Heavens were 

there on the entire Rainclear Continent? 

He definitely could not imagine that this ordinary large yellow bull in front of him was actually a Saint 

Exalt! 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I don’t need you to tell me this.” 

“Little Brother, going to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect too, right? Why don’t we go together?” Taoist Wu Fang 

said. 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised and said, “How did you know?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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“You don’t know?” This time, it was Taoist Wu Fang’s turn to be surprised. 

“Jadetrue Heavenly Sect widely distributed hero invitations, inviting experts at Jade Sovereign Heaven 

and above to explore a mystic realm together. Now, there are numerous experts currently heading to 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect.” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “What kind of mystic realm is it that even the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect can’t 

handle?” 

Taoist Wu Fang shook his head and said, “Jadetrue Heavenly Sect kept a tight lid on it. We currently 

don’t know the situation yet. But they let out rumors that there might be a grandmist treasure coming 

into being this time. Furthermore, there’s even the lucky chance to become a saint!” 

“So that’s how it is!” 

Regardless of whether it was a grandmist treasure or the lucky chance to become a saint, it was very 

attractive to Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. 
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This kind of precious treasure, most likely the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect would not be able to swallow it by 

themselves too. 

Although the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect had flourished for a period of time, they had already declined now. 

Of course, these two things did not have the slightest appeal to Ye Yuan. 

This sloppy taoist was extremely interested in Big Yellow. Hence, he pestered Ye Yuan and insisted on 

going together. 

Ye Yuan was indifferent. Along the way, he also learned a lot of useful information from the sloppy 

taoist’s mouth. 

Such as, even though the Pill Alliance had united the Five Great Heavenly Regions now, there were also 

many discordant forces opposing it. 

These forces hid in the dark, making feints to divert attention from where the real attack was going to 

strike, their whereabouts being erratic. The Pill Alliance had a big headache too. 

The most famous among them was an organization called Blood Alliance. 

This organization often hunted down some of the Pill Alliance’s upper echelon and hijacked the 

resources of the Pill Alliance. 

Coming and leaving without a shadow, it was extremely different to deal with. 

At the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, it was the Jade Sovereign Elder, Zong Rui, who received the two of them. 

When Zong Rui saw the sloppy taoist, he immediately had a warm and cordial appearance. 

As for the Ye Yuan who was by the side, he was directly ignored. 

Among the Jade Sovereign Heavens who came this time, there was a very large part of them that were 

like Ye Yuan; lower Jade Sovereign Heaven. 

This bit of strength and also an itinerant cultivator, they naturally would not take them seriously. 

“Haha,?didn’t expect that Brother Wu Fang actually came! With you around, that’s fighting one-against-

ten!” Zong Rui said with a loud laugh. 

Taoist Wu Fang gave Ye Yuan a glance and said smugly, “Younger Brother Zong, you’re too kind!” 

Zong Rui waved his hand and said, “This isn’t an exaggeration! In this True Yang Heavenly Domain, who 

doesn’t know this one sentence: rather provoke King Yama than provoke Wu Fang? Brother Wu Fang’s 

spirit controlling technique is virtually invincible under Saint Sovereign Heaven!?Eh,?could this be your 

disciple?” 

Taoist Wu Fang smiled and said, “No, no, just someone engaged in the same pursuit that I met on the 

way. He and I are both adept in spirit controlling techniques and can get along.” 

“Oh,?so that’s how it is!” Zong Rui revealed a look of sudden realization and immediately lost interest in 

Ye Yuan. 



Take a look at Taoist Wu Fang’s Purplewind Black-Pupiled Eagle, then look at the ordinary large yellow 

bull that Ye Yuan was riding, the disparity was too huge. 

It seemed like it was another person that wanted to fish in troubled waters. 

Zong Rui was contemptuous in his heart. 

With regards to Zong Rui’s contempt, Ye Yuan naturally saw it clearly. However, he could not be 

bothered to explain anything either. 

Would I go around saying that Big Yellow was Saint Sovereign Heaven? 

Zong Rui led the two and arrived at the top of a mountain peak. This place was where foreign 

powerhouses stayed. 

Jade Sovereign Heavens, even if it was a lower Jade Sovereign Heaven, they were powerhouses of an 

area too and naturally could not be slighted. 

On top of the mountain, many powerhouses were already staying and it was very lively. 

These powerhouses even set up a marketplace on the mountain, exchanging for what one had and what 

the others did not. 

“Heh,?here comes another one who wants to fish in troubled waters, and it’s even an ascender!” Ye 

Yuan just climbed the mountain and there was a harsh voice that transmitted over. 

Among those who came to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, the majority were native powerhouses. There were 

very few ascenders. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan’s appearance was very conspicuous. 

Actually, Taoist Wu Fang was an ascender too. However, his spirit controlling technique was very famous 

even in the entire True Yang Heavenly Domain. There was naturally no one that dared to find trouble 

with him. 

But Ye Yuan was different. 

In reality, there were some who were ascenders among the Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses that 

came this time too. 

But those who dared to come were all extremely powerful people. 

Such as Taoist Wu Fang. 

One should not look at how he got trampled by Big Yellow. His strength was actually really strong. 

Taoist Wu Fang had a bag of holding, the bag of holding contained ten true spirits! 

There were even two that were powerful grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven existences among 

them. 

Taoist Wu Fang’s own combat power was secondary. But these ten great true spirits were sufficient to 

let him sweep away all in the same rank. 



Pray tell, how many people could face ten Jade Sovereign Heaven true spirits at the same time? 

It was also because of this that Zong Rui viewed him in a different light. 

When this harsh voice came over, there was immediately a group of people gathered around. 

The leader was a youth in blue robes who pointed right at Ye Yuan’s nose and said, “Punk, if you’re 

sensible, hurry up and get down the mountain! You’ll lose your life at any time here!” 

This blue-robed youth was quite strong, being already middle Jade Sovereign Heaven. 

Judging from his appearance, he had quite the prestige among this group of people. 

As for Zong Rui, he did not have the intention of taking action, an attitude of being happy to see it 

happen. 

He was the host and could not chase people away. But, if someone made a move, he naturally did not 

mind it. 

“Heard that? Elder Wei Yu is asking you to get lost, didn’t hear?” 

“Brat, with your bit of strength, you don’t have the qualifications to enter the mystic realm and fish in 

troubled waters, understood?” 

“You think that by riding a large yellow bull, you can become Brother Wu Fang? Blindly copying others 

and making yourself look foolish!” 

… … 

The moment Wei Yu opened his mouth, many people immediately concurred. 

There were even several upper Jade Sovereign Heavens among them. 

It could be seen how high Wei Yu’s status was. 

Ye Yuan was indifferent and asked curiously, “Who’s Wei Yu? Is he very amazing?” 

“Hahaha,?he doesn’t even recognize Elder Wei Yu and this punk dares to come up to Jadetrue Heavenly 

Sect!” Someone immediately roared with laughter. 

Seeing Ye Yuan being targeted, Taoist Wu Fang smiled and said, “Brother Ye, Wei Yu is the number one 

genius of the True Yang Heavenly Domain’s number one heavenly sect, the Seven-star Heavenly Sect! 

Don’t look at how he’s only middle Jade Sovereign Heaven; his strength virtually rivals grand completion 

Jade Sovereign Heaven! He’s also reputed to be the young genius with the highest hope of breaking 

through to Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

Ye Yuan gave an?‘oh’,?expressing his understanding. 

This Wei Yu’s status was somewhat similar to Luo Yunqing’s in the Seven-star Heavenly Sect. 

But the current Luo Yunqing, his strength had likely surpassed Wei Yu long ago. 



“Heh,?Brother Ye, if you give Big Yellow to me, not only will I give you the Purplewind Black-Pupiled 

Eagle, I’ll even help you resolve your current predicament, alright?” Taoist Wu Fang took advantage of 

the situation and said. 

The moment he spoke up, everyone’s faces changed. 

Taoist Wu Fang’s name was no joke. 

Wei Yu’s expression turned sullen and he said in a cold voice, “Brother Wu Fang, do you want to become 

enemies with my Seven-star Heavenly Sect?” 

Taoist Wu Fang chuckled and said, “I don’t want to be an enemy of the Seven-star Heavenly Sect. But 

this old taoist likes this large yellow bull even more! How about it, Brother Ye?” 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled and he said lightly, “No need. Big Yellow, come on.” 

Ye Yuan pulled Big Yellow and was about to pass through the crowd. 

Wei Yu’s expression turned dark and he said in a solemn voice, “Refusing face when it’s given! Die for 

me!” 

Done talking, Wei Yu drew his sword fiercely, the speed unimaginably quick. 

“Big Yellow, step on him!” Ye Yuan did not care in the slightest and said coolly. 

No need for Ye Yuan to order, Big Yellow already unleashed his hoof. 

Wei Yu was fast, but Big Yellow was faster. 

This hoof avoided the slash unbelievably brilliantly and directly kicked onto Wei Yu’s face. 
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Wei Yu only felt his head spin, his eyes full of stars. 

When he got to his feet, there was shockingly a hoof print on his face, looking extremely garish. 

When many people saw this scene, they all could not resist laughing. 

But at the same time, they were shocked by Big Yellow’s power. 

There was clearly no divine essence fluctuation, but he could knock Wei Yu away with a kick. This was 

not what ordinary true spirits could do. 

And Big Yellow truly looked like an unbelievably ordinary large yellow bull. 

“Heh,?you all think that what I, old taoist, takes fancy on, can be ordinary stuff? This large yellow bull is 

a chaos aberrant. Every movement and action carries rule undulations. With some slight training, 

stepping into Saint Sovereign Heaven in the future isn’t impossible either! It’s just that, landed in this 

brat’s hands is really a bright pearl being cast into darkness!: 

Taoist Wu Fang showed off while shaking his head and sighing. 
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It was just that he did not know that Big Yellow was not some chaos aberrant at all, but a genuine Saint 

Exalt true spirit! 

If not for him deliberately hiding his strength, that kick earlier would have directly burst Wei Yu’s head. 

Wei Yu got to his feet and shook his head hard, only then recovering some lucidity. 

“Damn punk, to actually dare provoke my Seven-star Heavenly Sect! Everyone, attack together, as long 

as you kill this boy, I, Wei Yu, owe him a favor!” Wei Yu glared at Ye Yuan and bellowed. 

The moment this was said, everyone was moved. 

Wei Yu had virtually already locked-in the next Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s sect master. 

His favor was rather valuable! 

Hence, they could not resist taking action. 

The dozen over middle and upper Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses present, the commotion could 

be seen at a glance. 

But Ye Yuan still instructed very calmly, “Big Yellow, step on them.” 

Bang, bang, bang?… 

Big Yellow kicked his hooves like lightning, each move hitting its mark. 

In a few breaths, each person’s face had a large ox hoof imprinted on it. 

Of course, Wei Yu’s face had another one imprinted on it. 

While Zong Rui had a shocked face, instantly having a feeling of having his face slapped. 

He was previously still ridiculing that Ye Yuan was imitating others and losing his own individuality. 

But who knew that this unassuming large yellow bull was actually so formidable. 

More than ten Jade Sovereign Heavens were taken care of by him with two to three kicks. 

“Big Yellow, come on.” Ye Yuan ignored everyone’s shocked gazes, pulling Big Yellow and slowly leaving. 

While Taoist Wu Fang’s two eyes emitted light. 

He liked this Big Yellow more and more. 

Seeing Big Yellow, he currently felt that those true spirits in his bag of holding were simply a bunch of 

trash! 

Wei Yu struggled to his feet, wanting to stabilize his figure. 

In the end, his body swayed and he fell down again. 

He shouted, “Punk, what capability is it to rely on your mount that’s powerful? If you have the guts, fight 

with me yourself!” 



Ye Yuan turned his head and said coolly,?“Oh,?is that so? Why don’t you say this to Taoist Wu Fang?” 

When Wei Yu heard that, he could not help choking. 

Taoist Wu Fang would never make a move himself when he fought and killed people. 

But no one dared to say that he was no good. 

Wei Yu gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Punk, if you have the capability, don’t run! We’ll settle this 

score again!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Alright, I’ll wait for you.” 

Taking two steps, Ye Yuan’s footsteps suddenly stopped. 

His gaze looked towards a stall in the marketplace. 

“Heh,?Big Yellow, your luck is pretty good! Didn’t expect to actually encounter a stalk of Heavenly Burial 

Water Caltrop Flower here!” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

Big Yellow’s entire body trembled, his bull eyes going wide and his entire body trembling excitedly. 

He did not know what Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower was, but he knew that since Ye Yuan said 

so, then it must be a heavenly pill suitable for him! 

Sure enough, following Master Ye would have meat to eat! 

No, wait, it was pills to eat! 

The stall owner was a geezer. Seeing Ye Yuan lead Big Yellow over, he could not help sizing Ye Yuan up 

very interestedly. 

This small-scale marketplace was on the road that must be passed through when going up or down the 

mountain. 

Therefore, that was why there would be so many people here. 

Just now, when Big Yellow had a grand display of invincible might, the geezer naturally saw it too. 

“Fellow Daoist, wonder how you’re selling this Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower?” Ye Yuan said. 

Before the geezer could speak, Wei Yu already arrived next to him and shouted, “Shi Yue, I’m buying this 

Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower!” 

Ye Yuan frowned, already having killing intent aroused. 

He came to Jadetrue Heavenly Sect for other objectives, so he did not want to be conspicuous. 

However, this Wei Yu provoked him time and again, did he really think that he did not dare to kill 

people? 

Shi Yue said coolly, “Only exchanging, not selling!” 

Ye Yuan said, “What manner of exchange?” 



Shi Yue said, “One Four Qi Pill!” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower exchange for a heavenly imperial pill, 

it’s demanding too exorbitant a price, right?” 

Shi Yue smiled and said, “What’s rare is expensive!” 

Wei Yu laughed loudly and said, “Where did this country bumpkin come from? He’s probably never even 

seen before a Four Qi Pill, right? Shi Yue, I want this Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower, it just so 

happens that I have a Four Qi Pill on me!” 

The heavenly medicines that grade four heavenly imperial pills required were all extremely precious on 

Rainclear Continent. 

Therefore, grade four heavenly imperial pills were extremely valuable too. 

For ordinary martial artists, forget about consuming grade four heavenly imperial pills, they probably 

never even seen one before. 

But a large sect’s disciple like Wei Yu could take out this kind of valuable heavenly pill. 

As he said, Wei Yu fished out a heavenly pill, it was precisely the Four Qi Pill. 

When bystanders saw this heavenly pill, they naturally had envious looks on their faces. 

Who knew that Shi Yue received the heavenly pill and took a look, then returned it to Wei Yu again and 

said while shaking his head, “Your Four Qi Pill is only upper fourth grade, I want to exchange for seventh 

grade and above!” 

Wei Yu’s face turned black and he said in a solemn voice, “Shi Yue, you’re too immoral! A stalk of 

heavenly medicine, you want to exchange for a seventh grade heavenly imperial pill? Putting aside 

whether or not it’s worth this price, apart from those few top elders in the Pill Alliance, someone who 

can refine a seventh grade Four Qi Pill probably hasn’t been born in this world yet, right?” 

Shi Yue smiled and said, “Therefore, I’m just trying my luck. If there really isn’t, I don’t mind either. This 

Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower is a rare commodity in short supply. I am not afraid of being 

unable to sell it either, isn’t that so?” 

Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower was indeed extremely rare on Rainclear Continent. 

It might not even be in the Pill Alliance. 

This kind of precious heavenly medicine, he naturally did not worry about not being able to sell it. 

Wei Yu was originally very angry, but at the thought that since he could not take out a seventh grade, Ye 

Yuan naturally would not be able to take one out either. He immediately calmed down a lot in his heart. 

“Seventh grade is it? That’s not difficult. I can help you refine it. But you must gather the Four Qi Pill’s 

heavenly medicines yourself,” Ye Yuan suddenly said. 

Shi Yue shook his head and said, “I’m an itinerant cultivator, I don’t have the Four Qi Pill’s heavenly 

medicines. If you can’t take it out, let’s not talk at this time.” 



He was not fearful of Big Yellow. 

After all, he was a grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse. 

His strength was extremely formidable. 

Wei Yu was known for being able to deal with grand completion Jade Sovereign Heavens. But, that was 

also just ordinary grand completion Jade Sovereign Heavens. 

He, Shi Yue, was very extraordinary! 

Wei Yu laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Looking at your poor and shabby appearance, I 

think you can’t gather the Four Qi Pill’s heavenly medicines either!” 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he could only let out a sigh and said, “Like this huh, then it’s really too 

regrettable! Since you’re not selling, then I can only make a move to snatch it.” 

Shi Yue chuckled and said, “Little Brother, your large yellow bull’s strength is pretty good, it’s just that 

want to deal with this old man …” 

Before Shi Yue finished speaking, a bull hood already arrived in front of his face.. 
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Shi Yue’s expression changed greatly, powerful divine essence instantly erupting, and he was about to 

evade this hoof. 

He suddenly discovered that this hoof was faster than any kick earlier! 

This large yellow bull was actually still hiding its strength? 

Shi Yue urged his divine essence to the extreme in an instant. 

Even if it was a grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, he could avoid it too. 

It was just that unfortunately, he ran into Big Yellow! 

He was fast, but Big Yellow was faster! 

His figure moved swiftly, but Big Yellow’s bull hoof followed like a shadow. 

Bang! 

A foot kicked onto his face. 

Everyone was dumbfounded with shock. 

Shi Yue was defeated too! 

Who was Shi Yue? 

He was a top powerhouse among itinerant cultivators, an existence that sects did not dare to provoke 

too. 
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An itinerant cultivator like him, having powerful strength while being a loner, was the worst to provoke. 

Although Wei Yu was strong, he was not worth mentioning at all in front of Shi Yue. 

Hence, that was why he had the capital to pick a fight with Ye Yuan. 

But one kick and he was defeated! 

“Hahaha,?impressive! My Big Yellow is really incredible! Big Yellow, follow me and you’ll be invincible 

under the heavens!” Taoist Wu Fang said excitedly. 

Big Yellow could not be bothered to care about him at all, running back subserviently and handing the 

Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower over to Ye Yuan while holding it in his mouth. 

Ye Yuan smiled. Putting it away, he said to the Shi Yue who had a bull hoof print on his face: “My words 

are still valid. You gather the Four Qi Pill’s heavenly medicines, and you can find me to refine it. I’ll be 

keeping this Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower. Next time, don’t be so unscrupulous.” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan led Big Yellow and went away. 

“This … This is also too fake, right? Just what realm is this large yellow bull, why is his bull hoof so 

formidable?” 

“Shi Yue’s strength practically doesn’t lose to some heavenly sects’ sect master, he actually couldn’t 

withstand a single hoof kick!” 

“Is this the strength of a chaos aberrant? No wonder even Taoist Wu Fang’s eyes were emitting light!” 

“But, the problem is, this large yellow bull is so formidable, on what basis was he subdued by a lower 

Jade Sovereign Heaven?” 

… … 

All kinds of discussions came from behind. 

It was just that no one could give an answer. 

Originally thought that this ascender was easy to bully, but who knew that he was a tough nut. 

“Don’t hit the face when hitting people! This brat actually dares to hit my Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s 

face! After I request Second Elder to step forward, I want to see if you still dare to be so arrogant or 

not!” 

Finished saying, Wei Yu turned around and left. 

When everyone heard it, their brows raised up. 

The Second Elder that Wei Yu spoke of was called Tang Quan. He was a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven 

super powerhouse. 

If he took action, this brat definitely could not jump around anymore. 

Looks like Wei Yu was genuinely enraged. 



… … 

Walking into his own courtyard, a young man came up to greet. 

When Ye Yuan saw him, his brows could not help furrowing slightly. 

The young man’s complexion was pale, his aura chaotic. One glance and it was clear that he had 

considerable internal injuries. 

With Ye Yuan’s eyesight, he naturally saw through at a glance that this injury was not light. 

His days were likely numbered! 

The young man bowed as he said, “This lowly one, Han Fang, pays respect to Senior!?Cough, cough?…” 

Speaking two sentences seemed to have exhausted all the strength in his body. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said, “With your injuries, you likely won’t make it past two months.” 

Han Fang’s expression changed, the look in his eyes becoming dim very quickly and he said, “This lowly 

one knows.” 

Ye Yuan was speechless. The Jadetrue Heavenly Sect actually sent such a sickly invalid to serve him, they 

really thought highly enough of him. 

That Zong Rui was simply showing him attitude! 

This Han Fang was merely a lower Greater Sublime Heaven powerhouse; just a notch stronger than that 

Jun Tian. 

In the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s outer-sect, he was likely just a low-level minor character too. 

What was even more damnable was that this guy was clearly just beaten by someone. Furthermore, no 

punches were pulled, it was clearly aiming for his life. 

Furthermore, Han Fang’s talent was extremely poor. Cultivating like this, he probably could not reach 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum in this lifetime. 

Ye Yuan chuckled and said, “Jadetrue Heavenly Sect really knows how to bully people! However, I like to 

slap their faces!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan fished out four small bottles and directly threw them over and said coolly, “You take 

these heavenly pills. Just enter closed-seclusion here! Three days later, whoever beat you until like this, 

you go and beat them back for me!” 

Han Fang was taken aback and said with a bitter smile, “Senior, forget about three days; even if you give 

me 30 years, it’s impossible for me to win against him too! Furthermore, he’s currently the servant of 

Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s number one genius, Wei Yu. After beating him, he likely won’t let it slide!” 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he could not help smiling. 

It was really coincidental! 



“If I said that three days is enough, it will suffice! You consume the heavenly pill in this first vial first. 

Following that, consume all of the Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pills in these two bottles within a 

day. On the last day, take the heavenly pills in this fourth bottle.” Ye Yuan instructed. 

Grade two heavenly pills were already not considered very valuable to the current Ye Yuan. 

Using them to slap the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect and Wei Yu’s face, Ye Yuan was happy to see it happen. 

Returning to the house, Han Fang opened the first vial and his expression could not help changing. 

Ninth grade perfection Heavenly Healing Pill! 

This heavenly pill was simply a healing sacred medicine to him! 

Consuming the Heavenly Healing Pill, Han Fang’s injuries were completely restored to health in less than 

half a day. 

Following that, he started to take the second and third bottles. 

Ninth grade perfection Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill! 

Han Fang sucked in a breath of cold air. 

The first vial only had one heavenly pill. 

There were 30 Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pills in these two small bottles, they were all ninth 

grade perfection! 

What a grand display! 

It was still his first time seeing so many ninth grade perfection heavenly pills having lived until now! 

When Han Fang finished refining the 30th Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, he felt like his entire 

person had been remolded anew. 

His absorption speed of spiritual energy was dozens of times faster than before! 

Ninth grade perfection heavenly pills were too terrifying! 

And his realm also directly reached middle Greater Sublime Heaven. 

On the second day, Han Fang swallowed the heavenly pills in the fourth vial. It was three cultivation 

heavenly pills; the grade already approached the level of heavenly imperial pills. 

After consuming them, Han Fang directly broke through to upper Greater Sublime Heaven on the third 

day! 

After leaving seclusion, Han Fang prostrated on the ground to Ye Yuan and said, “This lowly one thanks 

Senior for your great kindness! This lowly one is willing to lay down my life to repay Senior!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Stop talking rubbish, go and beat that guy up ruthlessly for me.” 

Han Fang said excitedly, “Yes, Senior!” 



Two hours later, Han Fang returned. Bowing again, he said excitedly, “Senior, he has already been 

maimed by me! He can forget about getting up from his bed in a month!” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, “Good job!” 

Over there, Wei Yu was in a thunderous rage. 

He already knew that the one who beat him was Ye Yuan’s servant. 

He did not dare to find Ye Yuan, so he ran in front of Zong Rui angrily and questioned, “Zong Rui! Does 

your Jadetrue Heavenly Sect still have any respect for our Seven-star Heavenly Sect? The servant that 

you arranged for me actually can’t compare to that bastard ascender’s!” 

Zong Rui also got the news already and knew what Wei Yu was talking about. 

Except, he was very puzzled too.. He could only smile bitterly and say, “Younger Brother Wei, you’ve 

wronged me! People I arranged for you were the outer-sect’s top few powerhouses! The one arranged 

for Ye Yuan was the outer-sect’s last place. Furthermore, he was even seriously injured! Who knew that 

he only used three days and actually directly broke through to upper Greater Sublime Heaven?” 
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“What?! Three days?” Wei Yu got a shock too. 

An outer-sect disciple, forget about three days, it was impossible to break through two minor realms in 

three years too. 

When he thought about it, there was only a heavenly alchemist that could accomplish this. 

Wei Yu’s brows furrowed and he said, “Could it be that he’s a heavenly alchemist? But he’s an 

ascender!” 

It was difficult for ascenders to become heavenly alchemists, this was general knowledge. 

Although the Pill Alliance had unified the Five Great Heavenly Regions now, this kind of extremely high-

quality heavenly pill, even if it was a grade one heavenly pill, it rarely strayed outside too. 

Hence, it was naturally very hard for Wei Yu they all to imagine how Ye Yuan did it. 

Zong Rui smiled bitterly and said, “Even if it’s my Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s first seat, he also can’t make 

someone break through two minor realms within three days! Moreover, that Han Fang’s aptitude is 

extremely poor!” 

Wei Yu’s expression turned sullen and he said with a cold snort, “Who cares what he is! Provoking my 

Seven-star Heavenly Sect, the outcome can only be death! Second Elder will be exiting seclusion 

tomorrow. I’ll go and personally request him to take action!” 

As he said, Wei Yu left angrily. 

A day later, Tang Quan exited seclusion. 
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“Second Elder, that brat is really too condescending. He doesn’t place my Seven-star Heavenly Sect in his 

eyes at all! You have to help me avenge this grudge!” Wei Yu gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

Four to five days had already passed, the two hoof prints on his face still had not dissipated completely. 

Hearing Wei Yu’s words, Tang Quan waved his hand and said coolly, “Merely a clown jumping around, 

that’s all! Let him be arrogant for a few days first. On the day we set off, I’ll kill him with my own hands. 

At that time, it can also showcase my Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s strength!” 

In the eyes of half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens, there was nothing more that they held in awe and 

veneration other than Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

During the mystic realm trip this time, True Yang Heavenly Domain’s few major heavenly sects all sent 

quite a number of powerhouses over. 

At that time, it would definitely be a massive lineup. 

Killing people during that occasion as a sacrificial offering was undoubtedly the best way to showcase 

one’s strength. 

… … 

Getting Ye Yuan’s benefits, Han Fang naturally answered every question that Ye Yuan had. 

Ye Yuan also knew that with Han Fang’s status, it was impossible to know much of Jadetrue Heavenly 

Sect’s secrets. 

However, Ye Yuan understood quite a bit about Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s situation. 

It was a hazy night, Ye Yuan brought Big Yellow and exhibited spatial rule, sneaking into the night with 

the wind. 

“Master Ye’s concealment technique is not the least bit inferior to Saint Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouses!” Seeing Ye Yuan’s means, Big Yellow exclaimed with admiration. 

Ye Yuan’s application of spatial rule already reached a transcendent realm. 

Saint Sovereign Heaven comprehended Heavenly Dao, using Dao spells being a given, and they could 

hide their bodies at will. 

But Ye Yuan was just Jade Sovereign Heaven, and yet, he actually already had such means. It was simply 

inconceivable. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Come, take a walk around the main peak first. See if we can hear any news or 

not.” 

While talking, the two arrived on the main peak of Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

“Master Ye, the main peak is so big, how do we eavesdrop?” Big Yellow asked puzzledly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and slowly closed his eyes. A faintly discernible undulation slowly spread out. 

Big Yellow’s bull eyes went wide, revealing a look of disbelief. 



Soul technique! 

He could feel that Ye Yuan’s origin divinity power radiated out in a certain manner. 

Just like tidewater, covering the entire main peak! 

Furthermore, this kind of undulation was barely perceptible, it was hard to detect at all. 

He was Saint Sovereign Heaven. That was how he barely managed to detect this undulation. 

One could imagine, unless Jadetrue Heavenly Sect had Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, otherwise, 

they would not be able to find Ye Yuan at all. 

This move was a soul technique in the Divine Emergence, Divine Contact! 

Ye Yuan’s origin divinity power radiated out like tentacles. Using it to investigate information was the 

most useful. 

Furthermore, this move was extremely secretive. 

Unless one’s origin divinity was much stronger than Ye Yuan, otherwise, it would be impossible to 

discover. 

Ye Yuan cultivated the Divine Emergence. One really could not find more than a few whose origin 

divinity was stronger than his in Jade Sovereign Heaven Realm. 

Perhaps Taoist Wu Fang’s origin divinity could compete with him. 

But there was basically no hope of discovering this move. 

The moment Divine Contact was released, a lot of information burrowed into Ye Yuan’s sea of 

consciousness. 

“Entering the mystic realm this time, our Jadetrue Heavenly Sect absolutely cannot allow any mistakes! 

Whether or not our Jadetrue Heavenly Sect can find the Heavenspan Mountain and revitalize the sect 

will depend on this trip! Head Elder, this sect master will be personally entering the mystic realm this 

time. The sect’s affairs will be entrusted to you!” 

“Sect Master, rest assured. Leave the sect to this old man. It’s just that True Yang Heavenly Domain’s 

seven great heavenly sects are all here this time. Adding in quite a number of itinerant cultivators, there 

are no less than 300 Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. Is there really no problem?” 

“This is also something that can’t be helped! With Ancestor Jadetrue’s ability, he still fell inside back 

then! Now, if we don’t find more cannon fodders, we have no chance of finding the Heavenspan 

Mountain at all.” 

“Sigh,?hope that Ancestor Jadetrue will bless us so that we can find the Heavenspan Mountain! This old 

man heard that there might even be Saint Exalts entering the mystic realm this time, you all have to be 

careful!” 

“Rest assured, our goal is only the Heavenspan Mountain! A mere heavenly spirit treasure, Saint Exalts 

will despise it. However, the things that they want probably won’t be so easy to obtain too! Back then, 



nine great Saint Exalts entered Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm, but only Zhuo Bufan alone came out! It can 

be imagined, that place isn’t some nice place!” 

… … 

Big Yellow discovered that Ye Yuan’s expression became increasingly gloomy. 

Hearing this conversation, Ye Yuan’s heart sank to rock-bottom. 

Listening to the meaning in these words, could it be that the Heavenspan World had actually been 

exposed? 

But, in that remote place, Ye Yuan also acted covertly. How could it be discovered? 

Ye Yuan furrowed his brows, unable to figure it out after racking his brains. 

Originally, Ye Yuan planned on understanding some of Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s secrets, then leaving 

right away. 

But looking at it now, he would have to make a trip with the main force. 

The Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm that Jadetrue Sect Master talked about, Ye Yuan felt confused about it. 

The Heavenspan Mountain was merely a dilapidated small chiliocosm that did not even have a Heavenly 

Stratum powerhouse. It was clearly not some Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm. 

But Jadetrue Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm said that nine great Saint Exalts entered Sacred Sieve Mystic 

Realm. That place should also be the last place where Yan Jadetrue fell. 

All of these were like a mystery. 

For this, he had no choice but to make a trip. 

Furthermore, the mystic realm trip this time was likely not as simple as it seemed on the surface. 

The place that even the likes of Zhuo Bufan and Yan Jadetrue were moved by, it was clearly not where 

ordinary Jade Sovereign Heavens could set foot in. 

Therefore, this mystic realm was likely to attract many Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses to come. 

At that time, it likely could not dispense with a bout of terrible fighting. 

And what Ye Yuan was more worried about was that if the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm was really in the 

Heavenspan World, then with so many Heavenly Stratum powerhouses entering, the Heavenspan World 

would likely be plunged into an abyss of suffering. 

Back then, a group of people entering the Immortal Grove World almost completely destroyed the small 

world. 

And the destructive power of Heavenly Stratum powerhouses was on a completely different level from 

those Empyreans and Heavenly Emperors back then! 

Heavenly Stratum, that was a supreme realm! 



Even the most ordinary Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum was a supreme god in the Lower Realms too! 

They would be able to slaughter hundreds of millions of living things with a wave of a hand. 

Quietly withdrawing Divine Contact, Ye Yuan withdrew from the main peak, then headed to a mountain 

at the back. 

“Master Ye, what happened? Your expression is very ugly,” Big Yellow asked worriedly. 
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After a moment of silence, Ye Yuan said, “Entering the mystic realm this time might even be very 

dangerous for Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. Big Yellow, you go back to the Myriad Demons 

Mountain first.” 

“What’s Master Ye saying? Since Big Yellow followed Master Ye, I naturally have to ensure Master Ye’s 

safety. No matter how dangerous this mystic realm is, Big Yellow will accompany you too!” Big Yellow 

said without hesitation. 

Ye Yuan’s words were not a probe either. 

He did not have that kind of contractual relationship with Big Yellow, and Big Yellow was not really his 

mount either. 

Big Yellow was straightforward, simple-minded, but Big Yellow was not stupid. 

It could be seen from the fact that he wanted to follow Ye Yuan regardless of life or death. 

What he set his mind on, he would not turn back. 

Going with Ye Yuan would be risky, but the payback would be higher. 

After leaving, it would be difficult to want to follow Ye Yuan again. 

Big Yellow’s heart was like a clear mirror. 

However, he had indeed never thought about leaving before either. If not for Ye Yuan, he could forget 

about stepping into Saint Sovereign Heaven in this lifetime too. 

Therefore, he did not consider it at all and answered Ye Yuan. 

“Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s ancestor, a Saint Exalt powerhouse who had once commanded the Five Great 

Heavenly Regions, perished there too! Do you really want to go?” 

Big Yellow nodded and said, “Yes, why wouldn’t I go? Don’t you humans have a saying called: wealth 

and opportunity come with danger? Maybe this trip is my, Big Yellow’s, lucky chance?” 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he grinned and said, “Okay, then let’s challenge this Sacred Sieve Mystic 

Realm!” 

Since Big Yellow was risking his life to accompany him, he, Ye Yuan, would naturally remember it in his 

heart. 
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… … 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, Jadefork Peak. 

There were countless restrictions here enveloping it. 

This Jadefork Peak was Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s greatest forbidden land that Han Fang talked about! 

This place, apart from the sect master, nobody was to approach it. 

When the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect was at its prime, extremely powerhouse restrictions had once been 

laid down here. Even Saint Sovereign Heavens would find it hard to intrude inside too. 

Feeling this terrifying restriction undulation, Big Yellow felt deep terror strike his heart too. 

He felt danger! 

“Master Ye, this place, Big Yellow can’t enter it either. Why don’t we leave first? After going back, we’ll 

slowly think of a way,” Big Yellow said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Already came, what’s the hurry?” 

He was pacing around the entrance and saw that there was a groove on a stone pier very quickly, its 

shape very odd. 

But when Ye Yuan saw this groove, his eyes lit up, the Heavenspan Mountain already in his palm. 

This groove shape was exactly the same as the base of the Heavenspan Mountain! 

Ye Yuan placed the Heavenspan Mountain into the groove, those terrifying restrictions dissipated 

without a trace in an instant. 

When Big Yellow saw this scene, he could not help staring wide-eyed and tongue-tied. 

“It … can actually work like this?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This treasure was Yan Jadetrue’s in the first place. It’s all too normal that he 

uses the Heavenspan Mountain as the formation eye.” 

Without restrictions, the two people traveled unimpeded all the way straight up to the top of the 

mountain. 

However, walking along the way, it was very normal. There was no suspicious area at all. 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Strange, since this Jadefork Peak is called a forbidden area, it’s impossible 

that it’s just a bare mountain, right? Could it be …” 

His gaze looked towards the 100 thousand foot abyss ahead! 

“Big Yellow!” 

Ye Yuan cried out lightly and leaped, jumping down the bottomless chasm with Big Yellow. 

But the moment he jumped, Ye Yuan’s heart thumped. 



A powerful and strange force made his figure plummet rapidly! 

Falling down at this speed, even if he was a Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, he would definitely die 

without a doubt too! 

In his sea of consciousness, Mi Tian said, “Quickly urge the Myriad Realms Mountain!” 

Ye Yuan came to a sudden realization and hurriedly took the Heavenspan Mountain out again, and 

injected divine essence to stimulate it. 

Ye Yuan’s figure came to an abrupt halt and actually floated in the air. 

Seeing this, he let out a slight sigh in relief too. 

Big Yellow was Saint Sovereign Heaven after all. Although he was somewhat jumbled, he could barely 

manage to stabilize his figure. 

Ye Yuan was sweating large droplets, and he said, “I was still careless! I didn’t expect that there’s 

actually still this kind of strange power behind this cliff. This power isn’t from the restrictions. It seems 

to be formed naturally.” 

But, in his sea of consciousness, Mi Tian said excitedly, “Stinky brat, you’ve picked up a treasure! 

Grandmist energy spanning more than ten thousand miles! This is a forcefield formed by grandmist 

energy! There’s definitely grandmist energy in this mountain! With it, your Myriad Realms Mountain will 

be able to elevate to a grandmist treasure!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows shot up and he said in pleasant surprise, “There’s actually such a thing? Really obtained 

it effortlessly without even looking for it!” 

Ever since learning about the Heavenspan Mountain’s true origin, Ye Yuan constantly wanted to restore 

it to its peak state. 

He did not expect to actually encounter grandmist energy here! 

Mi Tian said, “You urge the Myriad Realms Mountain and find the area with the strongest forcefield. 

That place is the entrance!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and started urging the Heavenspan Mountain. 

He relaxed his body and mind and relied entirely on the Heavenspan Mountain to sense. 

The more divine essence injected, it meant the stronger the forcefield there. 

Very soon, he saw a deep hole on the cliff! 

“That’s it!” Ye Yuan said rather excitedly. 

He could feel waves of mysterious undulations coming from inside. 

When Big Yellow saw this scene, he could not help clicking his tongues in wonder too. 

Entering the cave, Ye Yuan could not help saying with a sigh, “Even if one knows that there’s a precious 

treasure on this cliff, without Saint Sovereign Heaven strength, it’s impossible to obtain it too!” 



He was unable to overcome that strange forcefield even when he employed spatial rule. 

If ordinary Jade Sovereign Heavens came here, there would only be one outcome, that was falling to 

their deaths. 

Big Yellow nodded and said, “This forcefield carries the might of heaven. It’s rather terrifying! Want to 

come here, it at least needs half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven strength too!” 

The two people walked along the entrance of the cave. The deeper they went in, the more they felt a 

powerful undulation transmit over. 

The light gradually brightened. 

It also became wider and wider inside. 

Ye Yuan saw that there was a milky white barrier in front of him that blocked the way. 

He could feel waves of chaos aura emitting from inside this milk-white barrier. 

And amidst the chaos, there was a small cluster of pale yellow air mass, giving off an even more solid 

and mysterious aura. 

Presumably, that was the grandmist energy that Mi Tian was talking about. 

“I didn’t expect that there’s actually a boundary wall in this tiny sect! No wonder grandmist energy 

would appear here! Most likely, this Myriad Realms Mountain passed through from the boundary wall, 

that’s how it landed here! That fool who obtained the Myriad Realms Mountain definitely doesn’t know 

that this power is grandmist energy, being stupid to the extreme!” Mi Tian said. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he sighed and said, “This Yan Jadetrue was sitting on a treasure mountain but 

didn’t know it! Yet, he wanted to use the Heavenspan World’s power to repair the Heavenspan 

Mountain? How ironic!” 

Utilizing grandmist energy, it was possible to repair the Heavenspan Mountain, and even let it become a 

grandmist treasure. 

But Yan Jadetrue clearly did not know at all! 

Horizon determined behavior. 

No matter how strong Yan Jadetrue was, he was also merely a local tyrant, that was all. 

“Senior, that’s grandmist energy?” Ye Yuan pointed at that pale yellow air mass and asked. 

Mi Tian nodded and said, “That’s right! However, this grandmist energy is a little lacking. I’m afraid that 

it can only let your Myriad Realms Mountain break through to a grade one grandmist treasure.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Being able to reach grandmist treasure is already very good! How do I take it 

out?” 
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“You restore your true dragon form, I’ll teach you!” Mi Tian said. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, the dragon might in his body billowed to the sky. 

Very soon, he transformed into an azure dragon form that was several hundred feet long. 

The moment the true dragon appeared, Big Yellow’s bull eyes directly became wide-saucers and he said 

in alarm and terror, “Y-Y-You … how can you … true … true dragon!” 

True dragons were chaos true spirits, being extremely rare. 

True dragons had never appeared on Rainclear Continent before. 

Now, he actually met a true dragon. How could he not be shocked? 

He never dreamed that not only was Ye Yuan a remarkable heavenly alchemist, he was actually also a 

true dragon! 

“No need to make a fuss. I have half dragon race lineage, so transforming into a true dragon isn’t a big 

deal,” Ye Yuan said. 

“Y-You said it too lightly! Chaos true spirits are the darling of heaven. Each one is an incomparably 

formidable existence! You … You’re actually of the dragon race!” Big Yellow said speechlessly. 

Swoosh! 

Right at this time, a figure actually dashed out of the boundary wall. 

The arrival said in shock and anger, “Who is it? To actually dare trespass my Jadetrue’s forbidden land!” 

When Ye Yuan saw it, he was shocked in his heart too. 

He did not expect that a Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse was actually hidden in the Jadetrue 

Heavenly Sect’s forbidden land! 

In front of him was an old man in tattered clothing, looking thin and emaciated like he was about to kick 

the bucket. He looked very terrifying. 

“Eh,?there’s actually a three tribulations Saint Sovereign Heaven here! This little bull is likely not his 

match!” Mi Tian was a little surprised as he said. 

Ye Yuan was even more surprised when he heard it. This old man was actually a three tribulations Saint 

Sovereign Heaven! 

Although transcending tribulations would not increase the strength of Saint Sovereign Heavens, wanting 

to successfully transcend tribulations required powerful strength in itself. 

So Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses often used the number of tribulations to differentiate strength 

too. 

This old man could transcend the Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation three times, his strength could be seen 

at a glance! 

Big Yellow had not even transcended a Dao Tribulation once. Hence, he was naturally not a match. 



When the old man saw Ye Yuan, he could not help but get a shock too and said, “True dragon! A true 

dragon actually appeared in Rainclear Continent!?Hahaha,?this exalt just happened to be lacking a 

mount, since you delivered yourself to the door, then this exalt won’t be courteous!” 

After the surprise, the old man’s first reaction was actually to capture Ye Yuan and use him as a mount! 

A true dragon as a mount, not only would it gain face, there would be a great helper in the future! 

It just so happened that Ye Yuan’s current strength was not strong, it was just right to capture. 

But before Ye Yuan said anything, the Mi Tian in his sea of consciousness was already beyond furious. 

Ye Yuan only felt a heinous fury almost wanting to immolate him completely in his sea of consciousness. 

“Ignorant fool, truly monstrous audacity! My dragon race is of a supreme true spirit, you actually dare to 

have this idea, prepare to bear my wrath!” 

With this sentence, Mi Tian did not communicate it with Ye Yuan’s through divine sense, but he said it to 

the old man. 

That voice was furious to the extreme. 

When this voice appeared, it gave the old man and Big Yellow a fright at the same time. 

“Little Bull, listen to my command! Pummel this old man into a patty for me!” Mi Tian’s voice appeared 

again and said to Big Yellow. 

Big Yellow suddenly came to his senses and said worriedly, “Master Ye, c-could it be that you were taken 

possession of?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “This is a senior that’s residing in my body. Him being willing to give 

you pointers, that’s your lucky chance!” 

The moment Big Yellow heard, he could not help breathing a sigh of relief. 

But he also understood that this senior dwelling in Ye Yuan’s body was definitely a true dragon as well. 

To dare talk about giving pointers to a Saint Sovereign Heaven, this senior’s strength was likely 

extremely terrifying! 

It was just that, the old man was disapproving and said disdainfully, “Some guy who doesn’t even have a 

physical body, you also want to deal with this exalt? This exalt’s three Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulations 

weren’t transcended in vain!” 

“Heh,?a Saint Sovereign Heaven little fellow on a remote continent actually dares to speak to this old 

man in this manner, you don’t know the immensity of heaven and earth!” Mi Tian said with a cold laugh. 

The old man sneered and said, “Is that so? Then … let this exalt witness it!” 

It was only to see the old man’s palm move slightly. A terrifying force condensed and formed in his 

hand. 



This was the power of a Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse. With every movement and action, it was 

Heavenly Dao rules! 

The moment the old man moved, Big Yellow’s face revealed a solemn expression. 

This old man’s strength was not the slightest bit weaker than Saint Exalt Bull Demon! 

“Relax, listen to me! Bloodline power is hidden in Shen Que, Guan Yuan, activate Heavenly Dao rule …” 

Mi Tian talked extremely fast, guiding Big Yellow to revolve bloodline power. 

Big Yellow did not dare to be neglectful, immediately complying. 

Suddenly, rules shook in the cave. 

The Heavenly Dao rule inspired in Big Yellow’s body actually surpassed the old man’s very quickly! 

When the old man saw the situation, his expression suddenly changed. 

However, it was Big Yellow’s first time in the end. He was not as skilled as the old man. 

The old man completed his move very quickly. 

Without the slightest hesitation, he smacked the palm over. 

Mi Tian was unhurried and said coolly, “Alright, kick your hoof!” 

Big Yellow’s body became very contorted at this moment. 

That appearance looked very coquettish, very profligate! 

But the power was very strong! 

Big Yellow’s bull face turned red from holding it in. It was as if boundless power had been suppressed 

within his body. 

“ARGH!!” 

Big Yellow let out a cry very unrestrainedly and kicked a hoof out extremely coquettishly. 

The old man cried out miserably, directly smashing and embedding in the boundary wall by this hoof, 

spurting fresh blood out of his mouth. 

Succeeding with one strike, Big Yellow was not excited, but looked at Ye Yuan with a resentful look and 

said, “Senior, must you perform the move like this?” 

The movement earlier was seriously too coquettish. Even he felt a little embarrassed. 

But the power was really strong! 

Big Yellow could feel that the old man’s palm earlier was extremely powerful. 

But, under a head-to-head confrontation, he was actually directly sent flying. 



Mi Tian laughed loudly and said,?“Hahaha?… comparing depravedness, you’re still far from it! Back 

then, Heavenly Bull’s Coquettish Profligate Hoof was really profligate! His Coquettish Profligate Hoof 

even directly pierced through the boundary wall! His posture was a thousand times more euphoric than 

yours! Practice it well. If you practice this move well, it will be enough for you to benefit for life!” 

“Pfft!”?When Ye Yuan heard, he nearly spurted out a mouthful of old blood and said, “How can there be 

someone who could create such a coquettish move?” 

Rather, when Big Yellow heard it, his expression changed drastically and he said in surprise, “H-Heavenly 

Bull? Could it be that Senior was a Chaos Heavenly Bull?” 

Mi Tian smiled and said, “Being able to be friends with this old man, he was naturally a Chaos Heavenly 

Bull!” 

Big Yellow drew a deep breath, his heart astonished to the extreme. 

Chaos Heavenly Bull was their lineage’s supreme bloodline! 

The ultimate goal of them working hard to transform was the Chaos Heavenly Bull bloodline. 

It was just that Chaos Heavenly Bulls were like true dragons; extremely rare. 

To the Rainclear Continent, it was naturally something impossible. 

Big Yellow did not expect that this senior dwelling in Ye Yuan’s body was actually such a level of 

existence! 

It was truly shocking to the extreme. 

“Alright, you’ve already displayed this ‘Coquettish Profligate Hoof’ before. Although there’s still a long 

way from learning the rudiments, it’s enough to deal with this moron. I’ll leave the rest to you.” 

As he said, he ignored Big Yellow, but turned to Ye Yuan and said, “Alright, urge your true dragon power 

to the extreme and place your dragon horn on the boundary wall. Use your heart to feel, feel Heavenly 

Dao rules! My true dragon race is born from chaos. Hence, we can naturally merge into chaos..” 


